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Abstract
Small Particle Separation in a Circulating Fluidized Bed Riser System
Robert R. Almond
Particle separation is an important area of interest in many fields, such as the coal
and mineral processing industries. A circulating fluidized bed riser system has been built
to investigate the separation processes. The system separated the particles into three
streams which lead to the dense bin, the product bin, and the filter chamber. Promising
results have been obtained which may lead to a system which is viable for commercial
separation. The following categories of separation were investigated: separation based
on size difference of the particles, separation based on density difference of the particles,
and the practicality of separating mineral material, such as pyrite and ash, from coal. The
superficial gas velocity in the riser, U0, and the solids mass flux into the riser, G, were
varied in the tests. The separation based on density difference had the most efficient
results.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Particulate separation is an area of interest to many industries which include the
mineral processing and pharmaceutical industries. Many of these separation processes
are wet processes, which means they require water or some other chemical means for the
separation. These processes may be efficient but they have some significant drawbacks.
They require large amounts of water, expensive chemicals, and costly drying methods.
Also, some mining operations are in locations where water is not readily available in the
amounts required. Dry separation processes may be able to remedy some of these
problems. There is no need for expensive chemicals or waste water to clean-up.
A circulating fluidized bed, or CFB, riser system has been built in the NRCCE
Highbay on the campus of West Virginia University.

Through previous work

preliminary results have been obtained that showed the potential of the riser system as a
viable means of separation. This previous work consisted of separating sand from steel
shot using a flow pattern called fast fluidization, which is where there is an upward flow
of particles in the core of the riser and a downward flow of particles along the wall of the
riser. The denser particles would fall along the wall where their momentum would carry
them into a collection bin. The lighter particles would be transported to the riser;
however, they would circulate into the upward flow and be carried into cyclone
separators. This previous work investigated the effect of outlet geometry, collection gap
width, multiple passes through the system, and the introduction of flow disruptors, on the
separation efficiencies.
The system has now been used to continue the exploratory work by investigating
the separation of small particles based on solely size difference, and based solely on
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density difference. The riser assembly was then also tested for the potential of separating
mineral material from clean coal.

The goal of this research is to understand the

separation process by the investigation of the previously mentioned modes of separation.
The tests for determining feasibility of separation based on size difference were
done using materials of the same density but of different sizes. The separation of
material due to size difference may be of interest to fields that require a specific size
range of a material, such as sand used in the oil industry.
The tests for separation based upon density difference were performed using
materials with a similar size distribution but of different densities. This separation
phenomenon is of interest to industries that remove impurities from a material, such as
pyrite from coal.
Separation tests involving coal were more complicated since the heavy particles
reside in the light particles. The analysis included proximate and ultimate analysis,
which showed the amount of total sulfur and ash in the coal.
The separation efficiencies, as well as the conditions of the test runs were
recorded. The tracking of the mass of the materials was also recorded for each test.
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Chapter 2: Background
2.1 The Need for Particle Separation
Particle separation is a topic of interest in the field of coal processing. Coal, in
the raw form, contains contaminants.

During combustion, these contaminants are

released to the atmosphere. For example, the pyritic sulfur found in the coal will lead to
acid rain after combustion. These contaminates may be removed using coal preparation
technologies. According to Chen and Yang (2003), China is the largest coal-consuming
country. In China, 80% of the coal that is combusted is done with no preparation. This
results in 70% of the smoke/dust and 85% of SO2 in the atmosphere.
Luttrell (1998) states that during combustion of coal many trace elements, such as
arsenic, mercury, and sulfur may be released to the atmosphere. Some trace elements
may be removed using post-combustion technologies, such as electrostatic precipitators.
However, trace elements such as mercury and selenium may not be controlled by
traditional post-combustion treatment. Pre-combustion preparation has become popular
to remove contaminates from the coal.
Particle separation is not limited to the field of coal cleaning. Many industries,
such as many mineral processing industries and the pharmaceutical industry, had a need
to separate particles for various reasons.
2.2 Current Technology
To help remedy the pollution problem, the coal is prepared, or cleaned, before
combustion. The preparations could be wet or dry. Preparation generally consists of
separating the contaminates from the coal. Many of the separation processes use the
density difference between the materials to be separated.
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However, according to

Wormsbecker (2005), separation based on size difference has been recorded in the
pharmaceutical industry. According to A.G. Fonseca (1995), the coal preparation is
effective since it has 75-80% ash reduction, 15-80% trace element reduction, and 85-90%
Btu recovery; however, it is not as effective for pyrite reduction.
2.2.1 Wet Separation
Wet preparations generally use water to wash the coal. The use of water has
several drawbacks. Chen and Yang (2003) say that jigging one ton of coal requires three
to five tons of water. Water can also degrade coal from young reserves. One more
drawback mentioned by Chen and Yang is that the moisture makes transportation and
storage difficult due to freezing. These reasons result in the need of high capital and
operation costs which are associated with conventional wet preparation.
Regester (2004) says that pyrite is generally removed from coal using a froth
flotation method.

The method produces massive amounts of wastewater slurries in

holding ponds. The pyrite in these ponds will oxidize and form sulfuric acid, which is
then free to contaminate the ground water.
Zimmels (1985) discussed density separation of particulate systems. This method
relies on differential motion between particles of different densities. Several systems that
employ this idea are jigging, shaking tables, Humphrey spirals, Reichert cones, and
elutriation columns. Zimmels states that the separation becomes less efficient when
wider particle size distributions, especially ones that include fines, are involved.
Luttrell et al. (1998) used a two-stage circuit for cleaning coal. The first stage
was a Microcel flotation column while the second stage was a Multi-Gravity Separator.
This circuit provides the advantage achieving high separation efficiencies without
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grinding the coal to fine sizes. Using the two-stage circuit, the rejection of pyretic sulfur
improved from 60.5% to 83.6%.
Fonseca (1995) states dense media processes for coarse coal are very efficient and
provide sharp separation.
2.2.2 Dry Separation
Wet separation methods have several drawbacks. One option to overcome these
problems is the use of dry separation. Dry separation uses no water or chemicals, the
only fluid needed would be a gas, usually air. Dry separation technologies have been
developed and evaluated.
James Donnelly (1999) listed several advantages of dry cleaning, which include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

No tailings slurry is created
No expensive dewatering process is necessary
Expensive reagents such as flocculants are not necessary
Coal preparation plants would be smaller and require less energy
Absence of tailings ponds is ecologically friendly
Yields of clean coal will be higher

Donnelly also lists the disadvantages of dry cleaning, which include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lower separation efficiencies when compared to wet methods
Thermal drying of feed particles may be required
Dry coal is more difficult to screen
Dust extraction and suppression may be necessary
High capacity separators currently do not exist
Automatic quality monitoring systems currently do not exist
Donnelly (1999) mentions the use of fluidized bed dry cleaners, which include

pneumatic oscillating tables, air jigs, and dense medium fluidized bed separators. The
use of the air tables and jigs has declined recently due to low efficiency and capacity of
the machines. Dust generation is also a problem. Fluidized bed separation has become
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popular in Canada and China. The required air pressure and flow rates are lower for the
fluidized bed when compared to the air jigs and tables.
According to Chen and Yang (2003) there have been several dry techniques used
for the beneficiation of coal in China. Pneumatic separators were used starting in the
1960’s to remove gangue. These pneumatic separators had several disadvantages. They
required a narrow size range of feed coal; they had low beneficiation efficiency; they
required a high air flow rate; and they resulted in serious dust pollution.
Chen and Yang (2003) mention the use of an air-dense medium fluidized bed to
beneficiate coal. The idea is that the heavy portion in the feed will sink, whereas the
lighter portion will float. The first dry coal beneficiation plant was established for
beneficiation of 50~6 mm size fraction of coal. It has a capacity of 50 t/h was accepted
by the Chinese government in 1994. Since then a new facility with a capacity of 700,000
t/year has gone into testing.
Chen and Yang (2003) also mention a vibrated air-dense medium fluidized bed
used for fine coal.

The coarse coal behaves only according to density difference;

however, the fine coal behavior relies mainly on the action of the bubbles. Therefore, it
is difficult for fine coal to be beneficiated efficiently. This is a major disadvantage since
pyrite is mainly embedded with fine coal.
Wormsbecker, et al (2005), studied particle segregation based on size using
pharmaceutical granulate in a conical fluidized bed.

The size range was from 100

microns to 3 millimeters; however there were two distinct distributions in this range.
They studied both radial and axial segregation. They concluded that radial segregation
was evident with the proposed mechanism for segregation being that material is
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transported upward in the dilute core of the bed and then circulated downward in the
annulus next to the vessel wall. Based on these findings, particles with higher terminal
velocities will be more likely to segregate.
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2.3 Description of Separation in a Riser
In previous investigations particle segregation has been observed in a riser
system. The flow in the system is described as fast-fluidization (Johnson, et al 2005).
This flow regime is characterized by an upward flow in the center of the riser and a
downward flow along the wall of the riser. The characteristics of this regime help in the
separation process.
The particles, both heavy and light, are injected into the core of the riser, through
a distributor plate, where the fluid velocity is highest. The distributor plate provides the
gas flow through the riser. Here, the drag force acting on the particle overcomes the
body, or gravitational, force and carries the particle upward.

As the particles are

traveling upward they will migrate towards the wall and form clusters. At the wall the
local velocity is much lower, according to the gas velocity profile obtained by Moran and
Glicksman (2001). At this region the drag force will not be sufficient to overcome the
weight of the particles, which will cause the particles to fall down along the wall. When
the particles get to the bottom of the riser the turbulent flow should cause the light
particles to be re-entrained into the upward flow of the core of the riser while the heavy
particles should have sufficient momentum to pass through a gap between the riser wall
and the distributor and then be collected in the dense particle bin. The light particles will
then be carried to a cyclone system and collect in the product bin.
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2.4 Determination of flow Regimes in the Riser
According to Regester (2004), there are three distinct flow regimes in a
circulating fluidized bed riser.

These flow regimes are the dilute, dense, and fast

fluidization regimes. Fast fluidization was the flow regime used in previous works and
continued to be the target regime for this experiment. In this flow regime, there is heavy
circulation of the particles within the riser in which the particles flow rapidly upward in
the core of riser and flow downward along the wall. Fan and Zhu (1998) presented
empirical equations used for determining the upper and lower bound of the gas velocities
for the fast fluidization regime. The lower bound of the gas velocity was determined
from the following equation, Equation 1, which is a function of the solids mass flux, G,
the particle diameter, dp, and the particle Reynolds number, Ret.
⎛ G
U tf = 39.8 gd p ⎜
⎜ ρU
tf
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

0.311

Re t−0.078

(1)

The upper bound of the gas velocity was determined using Equation 2:

U fd

⎛ G
= 21.6 gd p ⎜
⎜ ρU
fd
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

0.542

Ar 0.105

(2)

where Ar is the Archimedes number, which is defined in Section 3.2.3 as Equation 18.
Figure 2.4.a shows the flow regimes as determined for a range of mass fluxes, and
assuming a particle diameter of 250 microns.
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Figure 2.4.a: Flow Regime Diagram

The solids mass flux used in these tests were below 2.5 kg/m2s while the gas
velocities ranged from 2.0 to 4.8 m/s. Some of these conditions were in the range for fast
fluidization while the other conditions were in transition to dilute flow. Test procedures
performed by Regester (2004) were also in this transition region. Particles were observed
falling along the wall of the riser at these conditions in both the previous work by
Regester (2004) and in this investigation.
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Chapter 3: Preliminary Analysis
3.1 Dimensional Analysis of Force
Dimensional analysis will be performed on the lift force acting on a particle in a
shear fluid flow. The goal was to obtain the dimensionless groups needed for the test
conditions under consideration. These dimensionless groups then were used to form test
conditions and to correlate the experimental results. A short-coming in this approach was
that only apparently significant variables were selected for the dimensional analysis.
3.1.1 Application of the Buckingham Pi Theorem
One of the main goals of experimental work was to obtain results that are capable
of being widely used.

The concept of similitude was used to obtain these results.

Similitude would allow measurements made on an experimental system to be used on
systems outside of the experimental conditions. The establishment of this relationship
can be done by dimensional analysis. Dimensional analysis will minimize the number of
variables, which will minimize the amount of test conditions needed to determine how
one variable can affect another. The Buckingham Pi theorem is a popular tool used when
performing dimensional analysis.
The first step of the determination of the pi terms is to list all the variables that are
involved in the problem. The lift force is the force that acts perpendicular to the local
average fluid velocity. In the present study, the lift force moves the particle horizontally
in a vertical flow field. The lift force acting on a particle in the riser system has been
assumed to be a function of several variables, which can be seen in Equation 3:

∂u ⎞
⎛
FL = f ⎜ ρ g , v r , d p , , μ ⎟
∂x ⎠
⎝

(3)
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These variables are the fluid density, relative velocity between the gas and the
particle, a representative particle diameter, the fluid velocity gradient, and the viscosity of
the gas, respectively. These variables were chosen for dimensional analysis to determine
dimensionless groups which may explain the experimental results. The relative velocity,
vr, is defined as follows.
vr = u − v

(4)

where u is the superficial gas velocity and v is the particle velocity. The superficial gas
velocity is the average gas velocity in the riser during a clean flow.
The next step was to express each variable in terms of the basic dimensions. The
variables for the lift force acting on the particle were expressed using the MLT system.
FL = MLT −2

ρ g = ML−3
dp = L

∂u
= T −1
∂x
μ = ML−1T −1
v r = LT −1

These quantities may be placed in a dimension matrix, which may be seen in Table
3.1.1a.
Table 3.1.1a: Dimension Matrix for Lift Force
Dimension Matrix
Basic
Dimensions
vr
FL ρg dp ∂u/∂x μ
1
1
0
0
1
0
M
1 -3 1
0
-1
1
L
-2 0
0
-1
-1
-1
T

The third step was to determine the number of pi terms required for the problem.
This was where the Buckingham Pi theorem takes effect. The theorem states that the
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number of required pi terms is equal to k-r, where k is the number of variables in the
problem and r is the number of basic dimensions needed to describe the variables. In the
present problem, the number of variables is six, while the number of basic dimensions is
three (MLT=3). It was therefore concluded that three pi terms are required.
The next step was to select the repeating variables. The three repeating variables
were chosen to be dp, ρf, and vr.
Π1 =

Π2 =
Π3 =

FL
ρ g v r2 d p2
d p ∂u

∂x

vr

μ
ρ g d p vr

Rewriting the pi terms in functional form:
⎛ d p ∂u
FL
∂x , μ
= f ⎜⎜
2 2
ρ g d p vr
ρ g vr d p
⎜ vr
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟⎟
⎠

(5)

Based on the selection of significant variables this equation states the lift force
parameter is a function of two dimensionless groups; which are the shear parameter, and
the Reynolds number. The Buckingham Pi theorem reduced the number of variables for
the system from six to three.
Two pertinent pieces of literature that involve the force on a sphere in a shear
flow have been found. The first is by Yamamoto, et al., (1991) in which the force acting
on a sphere was measured using a pendant method. The second is by Saffman (1965) in
which the force acting on a sphere in a creeping shear flow is derived.
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Yamamoto, et al. (1991), through a series of tests, concluded that the lift force
acting on a particle in a shear flow with a Reynolds number ranging between 4,000 and
35,000 is in the direction from the higher velocity side to the lower velocity side. This
was achieved by measuring lift force on a sphere in a shear flow using a pendant method.
Their results showed that the lift coefficient increases with the increase of shear
parameter. Yamamoto, et al., developed the following empirical equation, Equation 6,
for the lift force acting on a sphere:
Fl = − 1 C Ls ρ g πd p2 W
8

2

K xW

(6)

K xW

In this equation the vector quantity W is the relative velocity of air flow to the sphere.
The lift coefficient for the sphere, CLs, is defined below.
C Ls =

5K S
4

(7)

where
KS =

d p ∂u

∂x

(8)

u cen

Yamamoto, et al., used an additional variable, ucen, which is the velocity of the air
approaching the particle center. In their equation, this velocity was used in the shear
parameter, not the relative velocity between the gas and the particle. This variable may
have been used since when the particles are small, the value of the relative velocity would
go to zero.
The lift force investigated by Yamamoto, et al., would push the particle to the
wall where the local velocity is very low. Here the drag on the particle will be greatly
reduced which will cause the body force on the particle to move the particle down along
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the wall. If the particle has sufficient density its momentum should carry it down to the
dense particle bin, whereas if the particle is light the lift force should push the particle
into the center of the flow. Here the local velocity is increased which should allow the
drag force to carry the particle up the riser. Therefore, the lift force is the basic driving
force in the separation process. Also, the equation shows that the lift force is very
dependent upon the particle diameter since it appeared in the three times in the equation
for lift force.
Saffman’s original analytical solution was done in 1965; however, a numerical
mistake was discovered and corrected in 1968. Saffman’s corrected equation (1968) is
presented below as Equation 9.
FSaffman = 6.46 μVa

2

K 1/ 2

(9)

ν 1/ 2

Here, V is the relative velocity between the gas and the particle, a is the particle radius,
and K is the magnitude of the velocity gradient.

Saffman did not work with

dimensionless parameters; however, rearranging the equation results in the following
form.
FSaffman = 1.615μ (u − v )d p Re1G/ 2

(10)

where ReG is the Reynolds number based upon the velocity gradient, and is defined as
follows.
2

d p ∂u
Re G =
ν ∂x

(11)

Crowe, Sommerfeld, and Tsuji (1998, p. 96) suggest that the Saffman force is
dependent upon the relative velocity between the gas and the particle.

Saffman’s

equation for lift force indicates that if the relative velocity is positive the lift force is
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toward the higher velocity of the fluid; however, if the relative velocity is negative the lift
force is toward the lower velocity region of the flow. Saffman (1965) did his work for
the condition that the Navier-Stokes equation applies to every point on the surface of the
sphere.
The difference in the direction of the lift between Saffman’s work and
Yamamoto’s work is that Saffman’s work is for a flow that is not separated from the
sphere. The shear flow and relative velocities in Yamamoto’s work apparently produce
separation of flow on the surface of the sphere. The higher the relative velocity, the
further downstream the separation should occur on the sphere. The localized separation
of the flow will cause the pressure distribution to be unbalanced, which will create the lift
force acting on the particle. In this present investigation it is believed that Yamamoto’s
results represent the results obtained, which was completed for Reynolds numbers of up
to 290.
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3.2 Particle Trajectory

Dimensional analysis of the force acting on a particle in a gas flow yielded a
dependence upon the relative velocity between the fluid and the particle. Consequently,
the relative velocity is significant in determining both the drag and lift forces acting on
the particle. A simplified analysis was developed in order to understand the importance
of the drag force on the trajectory of the particle.
In this analysis the gas velocity, u, is assumed to be a constant, which is the
average velocity across the diameter of the riser with a clean flow. The values for the
particle velocity, v, are to be determined.
The first step in this simplified analysis was determining the particle velocity was
to start with the particle equation of motion. Stoke’s flow cannot be assumed due to the
anticipated particle Reynolds number being much higher than unity over most of the time
of flight. Therefore, the more general form of the particle equation of motion, Equation
12, was employed.

mp

dv 1
= ρ g A f C D (u − v) u − v − m p g
dt 2

(12)

where Af is the frontal, or wetted, area of the sphere, which is defined below. It should
be noted that the flow is assumed to be one-dimensional. The expression for the drag
coefficient, CD, is as follows (Schlichting, 1979). The frontal area is defined in Equation
14.
C D = 18 Re p
Af =

π
4

−0.6

(13)

d p2

(14)

In Equation 13 Rep is the particle Reynolds number which is defined as follows.
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Re p =

ρgd p u − v
μ

(15)

After some algebra the following expression is obtained.
d (u − v )
0.4
= A(u − v) u − v − g
dt

(16)

where

A=

9 ρ g0.4 μ 0.6 A f

(17)

m p d p0.6

Equation 16 was rewritten in a more convenient form, by replacing the value of uv with φ, and then solved numerically. The equation was solved for relative velocity, φ,
which can be used to determine the particle velocity, v, and the particle height, z. The
numerical method used was the Euler’s method, also known as the tangent line method.
The solution is developed for a time interval short enough that the slope of the tangent
line does not change significantly. This procedure for a solution was repeated with
decreasing values of time increments until two consecutive solutions were essentially
equal. The time increments used in this analysis are 0.01 seconds.
If the time of flight is sufficient, the particles should achieve their terminal
velocity, which is the maximum relative velocity the particle will achieve in a free fall.
The determination of this parameter is discussed in Section 3.2.3.
3.2.1 Example of Particle Trajectory
The particle trajectories of a steel shot and a sand particle were determined using
the above method. The particles were 250 microns in diameter and the superficial gas
velocity in the riser is 2.0 m/s.
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The first quantity determined was the velocity that the particles are injected into
the riser.

These values are determined by solving the particle equation of motion,

Equation 12, listed in Section 3.2. Table 3.2.1a shows the results of these calculations.
Table 3.2.1a: Injection Velocities of Steel Shot and Sand for a Superficial Velocity of 2.0 m/s
Injection Velocity
m/s
Steel
3.90
Shot
6.98
Sand

This injection velocity is used as the velocity at a time of zero seconds. A
spreadsheet in Microsoft Excel was used to employ Euler’s method with a time increment
of 0.01 seconds.
Knowing the relative velocity and the gas velocity allows for determining the
particle velocity at each time increment. By knowing the particle velocity at each time
increment, this will allow for determining the particles position at each corresponding
time increment. The time of flight, tflight, is determined by tracking the particles position;
when the particle travels a distance twice the distance of its highest point, it is assumed to
be at the end of flight. Figure 3.2.1a shows relative velocities as a function of time for
the two different particles. The particle velocities can be seen in Figure 3.2.1b, which
shows that the steel shot never reaches a steady value, which is its terminal velocity. The
particle positions, as a function of time, are shown in Figure 3.2.1c. This figure shows
that the steel shot has a shorter time of flight, and travels less distance than the sand. The
time of flight for each particle is shown in Table 3.2.1b.
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Relative Velocity vs. Time
(dp = 250 μ m; U0 = 2.0 m/s)
Relative Velocity, v r (m/s)
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Figure 3.2.1a: Relative Velocities of Steel Shot and Sand Particles with U0 = 2.0 m/s

Particle Velocity vs. Time
(dp = 250 μ m; U0 = 2.0 m/s)
Particle Velocity, v (m/s)
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Figure 3.2.1b: Velocities of the Steel Shot and Sand Particles with U0 = 2.0 m/s
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Particle Position vs. Time
(dp = 250 μ m; U0 = 2.0 m/s)
Particle Position, z (m)
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Figure 3.2.1c: Particle Position with Respect to Time with U0 = 2.0 m/s
Table 3.2.1b: Particle Times of Flight for U0 = 2.0 m/s
Time of Flight
tflight (s)
Steel
Shot
0.881
2.495
Sand

These calculations show that the steel shot travels to a maximum height lower
than that of the sand. This leads to the conclusion that the steel shot will drop through the
riser to the dense particle bin, while the sand particles will be able to be entrained into the
flow and be carried to the cyclone system.
3.2.2 Example at Higher Velocity
The previous example showed that the sand particles would travel farther and
have a longer time of flight than the steel shot. However, no separation tests were run
similar to those conditions.

This next example will mimic an actual test run for

separating sand from steel shot. The superficial velocity in the riser was now 3.7 m/s
while the particle diameters remain at 250 microns. Figure 3.2.2a shows the relative
velocities for the particles and the gas in the riser. Next, Figure 3.2.2b shows the particle
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velocities as a function of time. As can be seen in this figure the sand particle does not
reach a negative value of velocity, which means that it does not start to fall. Figure
3.2.2c shows the particle position as a function of time. The steel shot travels to a

maximum height, approximately 1.835 meters, while the sand particle does not achieve a
maximum height, this means that the sand particle is entrained in the flow which will
carry it out of the 4.27 meter riser. The steel shot had a time of flight of approximately
1.9 seconds.
Relative Velocity vs. Time
(dp = 250 μ m; U0 = 3.73 m/s)
Relative Velocity, v r (m/s)
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Figure 3.2.2a: Relative Velocity of Steel Shot and Sand Particles with U0 = 3.73 m/s
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Particle Velocity vs. Time
(dp = 250 μ m; U0 = 3.73 m/s)
Particle Velocity, v (m/s)
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Figure 3.2.2b: Steel Shot and Sand Particle Velocities with U0 = 3.73 m/s

Particle Position vs. Time
(dp = 250 μ m; U0 = 3.73 m/s)
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Figure 3.2.2c: Particle Position with U0 = 3.73 m/s

3.2.3 Determination of Flow Velocities
An important variable in the test conditions is the superficial velocity in the riser,
U0. To attempt separation, the gas flow should be greater than the terminal velocity of
the small, or light, particles, yet less than that of the terminal velocity of the large, or
heavy, particles. This should allow the large particles to circulate in the riser while the
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small particles will be entrained in the flow and exit the riser. These particles will then
be carried to the cyclone separator.
The terminal velocity is dependant on the particle size, particle density, fluid
density, fluid viscosity, Archimedes Number, and Reynolds Number. The following
equations, which assume the particles are spherical, are from Fan and Zhu (1998). The
first parameter to be calculated is the Archimedes Number:
Ar =

ρ g (ρ p − ρ g )gd 3p

(18)

μ2

The next quantity to be calculated is the Reynolds number at transport velocity. This can
be found using Equation 19:

Re tr = 2.28 Ar 0.419

(19)

The terminal velocity, which is the maximum velocity a particle achieves in free fall, is
found using the following equation:
⎧⎪
d 1p.6 (ρ p − ρ g )g ⎫⎪ 1.4
V pt = ⎨0.072
⎬
ρ g0.4 μ 0.6
⎪⎩
⎪⎭
1

(20)

This equation is valid for the following range of particle Reynolds numbers:
2<Ret<500
Where:
Re t =

ρ g U pt d p
μ

(21)

By using the above equations the terminal velocities of the particles used may be
determined. These equations are for one spherical particle. They do not take into
account the behavior of particles that are grouped together.
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3.3 Velocity Profile in a Circulating Fluidized Bed

Dimensional analysis of the force acting on a particle yielded two quantities that
the force is a function of: the velocity gradient of the fluid, and the relative velocity
between the fluid and the particle.

Velocity profiles in a clean tube have been

experimentally established; however, little work has been done to determine the velocity
profile in a particle-laden flow. Fortunately, as will be discussed below, a method has
been developed for determining the velocity profile in a multiphase flow.
Fluid flow has been described by the Navier-Stokes equations. These equations
are usually written as partial differential equations. Due to their complex nature there are
few exact solutions for them. One of the solutions is for steady, incompressible, laminar
flow through a straight circular pipe of constant cross section. This type of flow has been
named Poiseuille flow.
In a cylindrical tube it is convenient to use cylindrical coordinates. Assuming the
flow is parallel to the walls of the pipe so that ur = 0, uΘ = 0, and from the continuity
equation duz/dz = 0. For steady axisymmetric flow uz is not a function of time, t, or of
angular coordinate, Θ.

This leads to the conclusion that uz is a function of radial

coordinate only. After some manipulations, it can be found that the maximum fluid
velocity occurs at the center of the tube. At this radial location the fluid velocity is twice
as fast as the mean velocity. The velocity distribution can be written as follows (Young,
2001, p. 255):
uz
⎛r⎞
= 1− ⎜ ⎟
u max
⎝R⎠

2

(22)
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Where r is the radial coordinate and R is the pipe radius. This above equation results in a
parabolic velocity distribution with the maximum value at the centerline and a minimum
value of zero at the walls, from the “no-slip” boundary condition.
The parabolic velocity distribution above, which can be proven experimentally, is
for one-phase flow, not for multiphase flow. The velocity gradient is essential for the
separation process in the circulating fluidized bed riser. The concentration of particles in
the riser, along with their speeds, makes taking measurements inside the system very
difficult. The presence of the particles makes using a pitot tube difficult. The particles
would rapidly erode and/or clog the probe. Laser methods have also been implemented,
but the particles cloud the system. James Moran and Leon Glicksman of Massachusetts
Institute of Technology have successfully measured the gas velocities in a circulating
fluidized bed using a shielded hot wire anemometer (2003).
Moran and Glicksman measured the gas velocities used to construct Figure 3.3a.
This figure shows that the particle laden flow will develop a velocity profile not too
different from the profile for single-phase gas flow. Using Microsoft Excel, a curve fit of
the data produced an estimate of the velocity gradient is produced. The curve fit uses
estimates of the data points at r= 0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04 meters. This ignores the three
data points closest to the wall of the riser. The curve fit is a fifth order polynomial
equation. Figure 3.3b shows this curve fit.
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Figure 3.3a: Velocity Profile of Particle Laden Flow (Moran and Glicksman, 2001)
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Figure 3.3b: Curve fit for Moran and Glicksman Velocity Profile

The following is the equation of the polynomial curve fit:
u (r ) = 41667r 4 + 3333.3r 3 + 95.833r 2 − 43.333r + 4.92

(23)

The above equation is then differentiated with the respect to the radial position to develop
the following expression for the velocity gradient.
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∂u
= 166668r 3 + 9999.9r r + 191.67 r − 43.333
∂r

(24)

The work done by Moran and Glicksman proves that the gas velocity profile in
the particle laden flow is not too different from the profile in a clean tube. The velocity
gradient is an important parameter in the separation phenomenon. The velocity gradient
may be easily altered by changing the radius of the pipe.

This feature should be

important when scaling up or down a system. However, the proper scaling laws should
be investigated.
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Chapter 4: Basic Riser Design
4.1 Original System

The original system, implemented by Regester (2004), consists of six main parts:
the feed hopper, riser, dense particle bin, cyclones, product hopper, and filter. These six
elements, along with some instrumentation which include a load cell and two flow
meters, combine to form the experimental separation system. The following is a brief
description of the six main components and their configurations for the different
separation tests. Figure 4.1.7a shows a schematic of this system.
4.1.1 Feed Hopper
The feed hopper was where the original mixture is placed before it enters the riser
assembly. This hopper was made of 5.2 mm thick steel with stringers added for strength,
and was designed to hold approximately 907 kg of material. The hopper consists of a
0.914 m diameter cylinder which was 1.22 m in height. There was a 45 degree conical
section attached to the bottom of this cylinder which leads to a 5.08 cm exit port. The
exit port was attached to an injector by means of a PVC ball valve which transports the
particles to the riser.
4.1.2 Riser Assembly
The riser assembly was a 4.27 m vertical tube. The tube was constructed of
sections of clear acrylic hollow rod. The configuration of the sections was as follows:
one section of 0.305 meters, two sections of 0.610 meters, and three sections of 0.914
meters. The acrylic hollow rod had an inside diameter of 12.7 cm with a 0.635 cm wall
thickness. Each section of the hollow rod had a flange at each end which allowed the
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sections to be connected. The sections are connected with bolts and paper gaskets to
prevent leakage.
In the riser system lays the distributor. The distributor, which was shaped like a
funnel at 60 degrees, is drilled with several holes that the air supply moves through. The
distributor helped to create the air flow characteristics needed for separation.

The

distributor allowed for a small gap for particles to pass through in order to reach the
dense particle bin.
The exit of the riser was a 90 degree elbow of PVC pipe. This exit allowed
particles to move easily out of the system and into the cyclones.

This exit was

determined to allow for optimum separation as compared to a perpendicular exit drilled
in the side of the riser assembly.
4.1.3 Dense Particle Bin
The dense particle bin was constructed of the same material as the riser. It was
attached to the bottom of the riser by means of a flange and six bolts with a paper gasket
to prevent leaks. Particles that are remaining in the riser during shut down will also fall
into the dense particle bin.
4.1.4 Cyclone System
Many industrial processes expel flows that are laden with microscopic particles
which may be dangerous to the environment. Due to the danger, the flows must be
cleaned, which would result in the particles being removed from the flow. The apparatus
commonly used to accomplish this is the cyclone separator, also known as just a cyclone.
According to David Leith (1982) there were many processes that employ cyclones which
include woodworking shops, sawmills, and detergent manufacturing processes.
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4.1.4.1 Cut Size of Cyclone System
The collection efficiency of a cyclone was a very important aspect of the cyclone
design. One effective approach allows for the prediction of dcut, or d50, which was the
diameter of the particle that will be collected with 50% efficiency by mass. This theory
was developed by Lapple (Leith, 1982). He made use of the following assumptions:
1. Flow in the cyclone is laminar.
2. The vortex exponent n is 0; the tangential velocity is constant at all radial
positions.
3. Centrifugal force is independent of radial position.
4. Aerosol residence time within the cyclone can be expressed in terms of the
number of turns, N, made by the gas stream.
5. The cyclone diameter is constant.
6. There is no particle acceleration in the radial direction.
7. There is no reentrainment of collected dust.
These assumptions allowed for a simple solution to complex equations of particle motion
in a vortex. Following these assumptions, Lapple arrived at the following equation:
d cut =

9μW
2πρ pU 1 N

(25)

Here, W is the inlet width to the cyclone, which is the only dimension of the cyclone in
the equation. U1 is the gas inlet velocity, which is found from the gas flow rate, and N is
the number of turns that the stream makes in the cyclone. The system in the present
study contained both a primary and secondary cyclone. This arrangement was both cheap
and efficient (Regester 2004). Table 4.1.4.1a contains the dimensions and cut diameter
for the cyclones used in the riser system.
corresponding section of the cyclone.
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Figure 4.1.4.1a shows the symbol and

Table 4.1.4.1a: Cyclone Dimensions and Cut Diameters for Cyclone System
Cyclone
Dimension
Symbol
Units Primary Secondary
Inlet Width
W
m
0.057
0.038
Inlet Height
A
m
0.102
0.038
Dust Outlet Width
B
m
0.051
0.032
Gas Outlet Diameter
O
m
0.102
0.064
Cyclone Diameter
D
m
0.203
0.127
Total Length
H
m
0.711
0.483
Volume Flow Rate
Q
m3/s
0.031
0.031
Inlet Velocity
U1
m/s
5.283
26.906
Number of Turns
N
5.000
5.000
d(cut)
Lapple
Cut Diameter
m
4.6E-06
1.7E-06
d(cut)
Pollution
Cut Diameter
Manual
m
8.7E-06
3.1E-06

The volume flow rate was considered to be the same flow rate that is in the riser.
The number of turns, N, was determined by dividing the total length of the cyclone by the
inlet height; however, here it was estimated to be 5 for both the primary and secondary
cyclones. From the Lapple equation, the cut diameter comes out to be 4.6 microns for the
primary cyclone, and 1.67 microns for the secondary cyclone. From page 92 of Air
Pollution Engineering Manual (Danielson, 1967), the cut diameters are found analytically
to be 8.7 microns and 3.05 microns for the primary and secondary cyclones, respectively.
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Figure 4.1.4.1a: Schematic of Reverse-Flow Cyclone (Leith, 1982)

4.1.4.2 Pressure Drop from Cyclone System
The pressure drop in a cyclone was based upon the number of inlet velocity heads
lost (ΔH) as gas passes through the cyclone. According to Leith (1982), the number of
velocity heads lost is based upon the dimension ratios of the cyclone, not on the size
itself. Equation 26, which is dimensionless, determines the number of velocity heads
lost.

ΔH = 16

AW
O2

(26)

This relation shows that the dimensions that affect pressure drop are the cyclone inlet and
gas outlet sizes. The number of velocity heads lost can then be used to determine the
pressure drop across the cyclone by using the following equation:
Δp = U 12 ρ g

ΔH
2

(27)
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In the above equation U1 is the inlet velocity. Table 4.1.4.2a shows the pressure drop
across each cyclone employed in the separation system for a gas flow rate of 0.03 m3/s at
standard conditions.
Table 4.1.4.2a: Calculated Pressure Loss across Cyclone System
Parameter
Units
Primary Secondary
Velocity Heads Lost
(ΔH)
n/a
9
4.524
N/m2
154.487
2014.191
Pressure Drop (Δp)

4.1.4.3 Cyclone Efficiency
The cyclone system becomes part of the separation system when undesirable sand
fines or mineral matter accumulates in the filter chamber. The overall cyclone efficiency
is not the same as the dcut. The overall cyclone efficiency, by mass, was determined by
the following relation:

η cyclone =

Mass in product bin
Initial mass − Mass in dense bin

(28)

4.1.5 Product Hopper
The dust outlets from the cyclones led to the product bin. The lighter particles
should be here at the conclusion of the test run. The product hopper was a vertical
section of 10.16 cm diameter PVC pipe which is 1.37 m in length. At the bottom of the
hopper was a ball valve which remains closed during the test but was opened after the test
to recover the particles. The ball valve was attached to a board that sits on a bucket to
which the particles are emptied.
4.1.6 Filter
The original filter system was a drum that is half full of water to which gas from
the gas outlet of the cyclones leads. There was a section of 7.62 cm (3 inch) diameter
PVC pipe from the gas outlet of the cyclone that was submerged into the drum of water.
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The water traps the remaining dust while the gas exits through the top of the drum. This
filter system is replaced with the filter chamber described in Section 4.2.1 depending
upon the requirements of the test conditions.
4.1.7 System Schematic
Figure 4.1.7a shows a schematic of the separation system. The solids were fed

into the feed hopper and then transported to the distributor. At the distributor the
particles were subjected to a vertical jet of gas which then carried the particles upward
through the riser. The heavy particles were to collect in the dense bin while the light
particles will be transported to the cyclones. The cyclones will separate the light particles
from the gas flow. These light particles will be collected in the product bin while the fine
dust in entrained in the gas flow will be transported to the filter chamber.

Figure 4.1.7a: Schematic of the Riser System
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4.2 Development of New Components

4.2.1 Design of New Filter Chamber
In the separation process, the recovery of materials is an important aspect. The
material used in the system should be accounted for after the separation. Initially,
cleaning the air stream was the only concern for the filter, not collecting a significant
amount of material for analysis. A water filtration system was used to accomplish this.
This system consisted of a drum of water which the fine particles were blown into. The
particles were what remained entrained in the flow downstream of the cyclone separator.
The particles were then trapped in the water filter and the gas flowed in bubbles to the
surface of the water. Eventually, as gas flow rate increased, a very small portion of the
fine particles were being entrained in the bubbles and exiting the system. This was
confirmed visually as barely visible clouds of particles were seen exiting the water tank.
Also, recovery of the particles was difficult to evaluate due to the massive amounts of
water used to fill the drum.
A new filter system was required to capture the small particles in tests planned for
the present project. This new filter was to be able to handle a flow rate of up to 0.0615
m3/s and produce a small pressure drop. The filter was also be cleanable and reusable,
for economic reasons. It also was to be able to filter out small particles, on the order of a
micron or less.
Many options were considered, such as filter material and configuration. The
filter selected was the PSS® Filter Element #C23104PH. This filter contains a metal
filament that can be cleaned and reused. Other materials would trap the small particles in
them, and they could not be recovered without demolishing the filter. The need for
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cleaning the filter results from the desire to be able to account for up to 99% of the
particles originally placed in the system while being able to reuse the filter. The cleaning
of the filter should allow for recovery of the particles for analysis.
4.2.1.1 Construction of Filtration System
The filter system in Figure 4.2.1.3b was designed to filter the gases exiting the
secondary cyclone. The dusty flow enters the filter chamber through a length of 0.0762
meter (3 inch) diameter PVC pipe. This drum contains two filters. The only exit for the
gas flow is through the filters.

The exhaust gas would now satisfy environmental

concerns.
The drum was equipped with a metal lid that had a rubber strip around the edge.
The lid was also secured to the drum using a collar.
The drum was machined to allow for the entrance and the exit. The pipe is 0.0889
meter (3.5 inches) in outside diameter. A hole was cut in the center of the lid using a
0.0889 meter (3.5 inches) hole-saw. The exit would be through the filter, which has a
0.0254 meter (1 inch) diameter threaded connection. A 0.0254 meter (1 inch) diameter
chassis punch created a hole for the exit flow.
Since the filter was equipped with a threaded connection, it was decided to use a
0.0254 meter (1 inch) coupling which would be attached rigidly to the underside of the
lid. This would allow for easy removal of the filter. The coupling was epoxied to the lid
using J-B Weld. The circumference of the coupling was epoxied which seals it to the lid.
One of the goals of the filter system was to be easily accessible. This required the
lid of the drum to be easily removed. Since there was to be a length of PVC pipe running
through the lid this became difficult. The length of pipe was cut into two pieces. One
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length would run from the exit of the cyclone to near the entrance of the drum. The other
piece would run through the hole in the lid of the drum. These two pieces would be
joined with a 0.0762 meter (3 inch) PVC pipe joining clamp. For removal of the system,
this joining clamp could be loosened, freeing the drum assembly from the rest of the
separation apparatus. The bottom length of PVC pipe was epoxied to the lid. This would
ensure that it is sealed around the edges of the pipe. To do this, the 0.0762 meter (3 inch)
PVC pipe was press-fit into a 0.0762 meter (3 inch) straight coupling. This coupling is
0.1016 meter (4 inch) in outside diameter. The coupling would rest against the underside
of the lid while the pipe ran through the lid and exited the top. Both the underside and
topside of the lid were epoxied to ensure the drum was sealed, other than through the
entrance pipe and exit filter.
4.2.1.2 Second Filter and Vacuum Cleaner Bag
While testing the filter system with the exit velocity became high. This is due to
the area ratio between the riser and the filter exit. This ratio is 25, which increased the
gas velocity exiting the filter to a quantity 25 times the superficial velocity in the riser. A
second filter was added to the system to alleviate this problem.
Several initial tests were made running sand through the separation system.
These attempts usually lasted for several minutes, during which the pressure drop across
the filter increased. This rise in back pressure increased to the point of malfunction in the
separation system. The filters were detached and then inspected. They were found to be
laden with small particles of dust. The filters were then cleaned and reattached to the
system. To increase the amount of time for clogging of the filters a common vacuum
cleaner bag was attached to the PVC pipe inside the drum. This bag should have helped
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collect particles that would clog the filters. The bag was a Eureka #52320B. After
investigations of the filter elements, it was decided that the vacuum cleaner bag alone
was sufficient at collecting particles for analysis.
4.2.1.3 Pressure Increase in Riser due to Filtration Methods
The filtration methods used during the experiments, which were both the filter
chamber and the water filter, were essentially to clean the air before discharging into the
environment. The filter chamber is capable of capturing the fine particles in the flow and
allowing them to be recovered; however, there is a rapid increase in pressure in the riser
when the filter chamber is used.

The water chamber captures the fine particles

effectively, yet they are not readily recovered for inspection. The water filter does not
produce an increase in pressure in the riser. Figure 4.2.1.3a shows the pressure in the
riser as a function of the superficial gas velocity in the riser. As can be seen from the
figure, the filter chamber, which consists of the filters and vacuum cleaner bag, has a
rapid increase in pressure in the riser. The filter chamber is sufficient for tests in which
lower flow velocities were required, such as the tests for separating based on size
difference of the particles. The tests which employed steel shot as a material required
higher flow velocities used the water filter.
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Figure 4.2.1.3a: Measured Pressure Increase in the Riser for the Filtration Methods

Figure 4.2.1.3b shows a drawing of the filtration chamber with a vacuum cleaner

bag. This configuration was used for the investigations of separation based on size
difference and separation of mineral matter from clean coal. However, the chamber was
designed to allow for two filter elements to augment the filtration from the vacuum
cleaner bag. The filter elements were used in some initial investigations. During these
investigations the elements became clogged which led to an increase in pressure in the
system. After these events occurred the elements were removed from the system. The
filter chamber was used with only a vacuum cleaner bag, which had a similar pressure
drop to that of the water filter.
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Figure 4.2.1.3b: Schematic of Complete Filtration Chamber

4.2.2 Design of Second Ejector
The introduction of fine coal particles in the system caused several problems. The
fine particles would accumulate in the ejector. The particles would agglomerate to cause
problems in the system. These problems produced higher pressures in the system and an
unsteady flow of particles.
One solution to the problem was to redesign a major component of the pneumatic
transport system, the ejector. The original ejector performed as expected when used with
sand and steel shot. The new ejector was to be better at handling fine particles that
tended to clump together. The new ejector had an air tube leading to the vertical tube that
joins with the hopper. This air tube would aerate the particles in the hopper and help to
break up clumps of particles before they got injected into the main flow. The other main
difference between the original and second ejectors is the length of the delivery tube from
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the feed hopper. The original ejector’s tube extended several centimeters past the elbow,
which caused problems in feeding the solids to the conveying air. The second ejector had
a very short length of tube from the elbow. The reason for this is that the airflow in the
ejector’s body would create an area of low pressure at the end of this tube which would
be used to pull the particles into the flow and would also reduce the pressure drop in the
tube. Figure 4.2.2a shows the second ejector.

Figure 4.2.2a: Schematic of Second Ejector

4.2.3 Modifications to the System
After the first set of tests for separating mineral matter from coal the mass closure
for the system was unsatisfactory. The mass closure was scattered for these tests from
collecting 86% to 103% for the tests. The average mass closure for the six test runs was
96%; however, the scatter for the tests was a problem.
A significant problem was due to a section of horizontal PVC pipe that led from
the cyclone system to the filter system. The pipe was removed so that the exit of the
cyclone system led directly to the filter chamber with one vertical section of pipe. The
coal test with the worst mass closure, 86%, was rerun through the system to see if the
problem had been solved. The material from the product bin was run through the system
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for a second pass, and then this process was repeated for a total of three passes through
the system. Table 4.2.3a shows the results for the mass closure from the tests before and
after the pipe was removed.
Table 4.2.3a: Mass Closure Before and After Removal of Horizontal Pipe
Mass Closure
Before Pipe
After Pipe
Size Separation After
Test
Removal
Removal
Removal
1
103.34
99.67
99.38
2
86
100.15
98.75
3
99
138.55
106.25
4
94.5
99.69
5
91.5
100.94
6
103
99.06

As Table 4.2.3a shows, the mass closure is scattered before the pipe is removed.
After the pipe is removed one test collected 138% of the mass put in, which was mass
stuck in the system from many previous tests. After that run the tests for separation by
size were ran. The mass closure was now almost constant and does not drop below 98.75
percent.
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4.3 Start-up and Shutdown Procedures

4.3.1 Start-up Procedure
1. Make sure all valves are closed
2. Turn on the computer
3. Turn on the power source to the pressure transducers
4. Attach Dense Particle bin
5. Check Product bin exit valve is closed
6. Check that filtration system is secured to cyclone exhaust
7. Open DAPView
8. Start data acquisition
9. Open main airflow valve
10. Open distributor flow valve to desired level using corresponding flow meter and
enter pressure reading into Excel
11. Open pneumatic flow valve to desired level using corresponding flow meter and
enter pressure reading into Excel
12. Correct total flow rate using guidelines provided by Omega®
13. Open valve to pressurize feed hopper
4.3.2 Shutdown Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Close tank pressurization valve
Slowly close distributor flow valve
Slowly close pneumatic flow valve
Close main air flow valve
Stop DAPView
Enter mass flow readings from DAPView into Excel
Enter differential pressure readings from DAPView into Excel
Detach Dense Particle bin
Empty Product bin by opening ball valve
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4.4 Error Analysis

The dense particle bin collected amounts of both materials when performing tests
of separation based on density difference. The materials were sand and steel shot. These
materials were separated and weighed to determine the heavy particle collection
efficiency and the recovered heavy particle mass fraction.
When the test materials consisted of sand and steel shot both were collected in the
dense particle bin. An error analysis was performed on this process which consisted of
taking a known amount of both materials and separating them with a magnet. During this
procedure the steel shot would get drawn to the magnet while forming “webs” which
contained some amounts of sand.

The materials were then weighed and a percent

difference was calculated using the following relation. Table 4.4a shows the results from
this analysis, which show that the error from this procedure is less than 0.01%.
Percent Difference =

Original Weight − Measured Weight
Original Weight

(29)

Table 4.4a: Error Analysis for Separating Sand and Steel Shot Using a Magnet
Weight Before
Weight After
Percent
Separation
Separation
Difference
g
g
%
101.26
101.17
0.089
Sand
Steel
50.98
50.95
0.059
Shot

The volumetric gas flow into the system was measured using a FLMG-38100AL
flow meter. This flow meter has a measuring accuracy of +/-2.5% of the full scale in the
center third of the measuring range and +/-4% of the full scale over the entire range. The
method for reading the flow meter is to line up a line on a float with the increment lines
on the meter. The superficial velocity, U0, is determined by the equation listed below.
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U0 =

Q
A

(30)

In the above equation Q is the volume flow rate of the gas, and A is the flow area of the
clean riser. By using the uncertainty of the flow meter as 4% the uncertainty in the
determination of the superficial velocity is 8.6%
The mass flow of solids was measured using a LC101-500 load cell which is
calibrated.
The materials collected in the dense and product bins are weighed on a scale with
divisions of one-tenth of a pound (0.0454 kg).

Therefore, the uncertainty in the

measurement is one-half of the smallest division, which is one-twentieth of a pound
(0.0227 kg).
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Chapter 5: Three Separation Projects
5.1 Introduction to the Separation Projects

This experimental work consists of three dry separation projects, which were
separation by size difference, separation by density difference, and separation of mineral
material from coal. The goal of this work was to investigate the circulating fluidized bed
riser system as a viable means of dry separation for the commercial market.
The first project consists of obtaining several known size ranges of one material.
This material undergoes the separation process; the material in the dense and product bins
was sifted in order to determine if the large particles are separated from the smaller
particles.
The second project investigated the potential of separation by density difference.
For this experiment, two materials of different densities were employed. The materials
selected were sand and steel shot. The goal of this project is to investigate separation by
density difference only; therefore, the materials were of the same size. The sand and
steel shot were sieved into similar size ranges. Known masses of each material were
mixed together and ran through the separation system. The material collected in the
dense bin was separated into its sand and steel shot components. The amount of steel in
the dense bin is the amount of steel recovered from the mixture.
The third project consisted of investigating the separation of mineral matter from
coal. Before separation, the coal was sieved so that there are no fines in the system.
Fines had proven difficult to fluidize in the system. The coal was subjected to chemical
analysis, which yielded the amount of sulfur and ash in the coal. After the separation
process the resulting products underwent the same chemical analysis to determine if the
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mineral material has been separated from the coal. Samples from each stream from one
test condition were also to undergo a sink/float method to determine the specific gravity
of the material in the streams. This should augment the results from the chemical
analysis.
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5.2 Separation by Size Difference

5.2.1 Introduction
The CFB riser assembly in the NRCCE at West Virginia University, through
previous work, has shown potential as a valid method of dry separation. This separation
was based upon the density differences of the material being separated. In order to show
versatility of the system, a series of tests were implemented to show separation based on
solely on size difference. The test material would be of the same density, but different
size ranges.
5.2.2 Selection of Test Conditions and Preparation
Table 5.2.2a describes the experimental setup. The filtration method is the filter

chamber with the vacuum bag. The goal of these tests is to separate materials by size, so
collection of material from all exits of the system is important.
Table 5.2.2a: Experimental Setup for Separation by Size Difference Tests
Experimental Setup
4.3 m
Riser Height
Bend
Outlet Geometry
Collection Gap
Width
3.2 mm
1
Number of Passes
Original
Injector/Ejector
Vacuum
Cleaner Bag
Filtration
Removal of
horizontal
pipe
Modifications

The material used in the tests was sand. The sand was sifted in US Standard mesh
screens to get two distinct size distributions.
information for the screens used.
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Table 5.2.2b shows the mesh size

Table 5.2.2b: US Standard Mesh Screen Size Information
Particle
Diameter
US Standard
Mesh
μm
35
500
45
355
70
212
140
106

The screens were stacked on top of each other corresponding to the above Table.
The sand that was used for the tests was what remained between the 35x45 mesh and the
70x140 mesh screens.

However, upon investigation of the screens used, it was

determined that the size distribution of the sand did not correspond to the screen sizes
employed. Table 5.2.2c shows the approximate size distribution of the sand used for the
separation tests as determined by sieving two 453.6 gram samples of the initial mixture.
Table 5.2.2c: Approximate Initial Size Distribution of Sand for Separation by Size Tests
Mesh
Percent
Size
Mass
+35
1.07
35x45
35.82
45x70
30.09
70x140
32.53
-140
0.48

Using MATLAB, a short routine was written to calculate terminal velocity for the
particles used following the method described in Section 3.2.3. The terminal velocity is
only a function of particle diameter and is shown in Figure 5.2.2a. The MATLAB code
presented in Appendix A was used to calculate the terminal velocities of the particles.
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Figure 5.2.2a: Terminal Velocity of Sand as a Function of Particle Diameter

This was then used to calculate the particle Reynolds Number, Ret, which was
used to determine if the relation for terminal velocity was correct. This data was then
tabulated, which can be seen in Table 5.2.2d. The formulation for terminal velocity is
appropriate since the range of particle Reynolds number is between 2 and 500.
Table 5.2.2d: Terminal Velocities for Particles Used in Separation by Size
Particle
Terminal
Diameter
Velocity
Ret
m/s
μm
500
3.69
126.91
355
2.50
60.92
212
1.39
20.18
106
0.63
4.57

Figure 5.2.2b shows the terminal velocities of the particles used along with the

gas velocities used in the test runs.
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Figure 5.2.2b: Terminal Velocities and Gas Velocities used in Separation by Size Tests

The figure shows that the gas velocities used in the tests were between the
terminal velocities of the two size ranges of particles that were to be used. It was
anticipated that tests at these velocities should obtain efficient separation of the particles.
Because the size distribution for the particles used correspond to that shown in Table
5.2.2d, the terminal velocity curve was now continuous. However, the same superficial

velocities were to be employed. Each velocity condition was run at several values of
solids mass flux.
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5.2.3 Test Matrix for Separation by Size Difference
The initial large particle mass fraction, the superficial velocity, and the solids
mass flux are tabulated to construct the test matrix, which is seen in Table 5.2.3a.
Table 5.2.3a: Test Matrix for Separation by Size
Test Number

U0
m/s
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.0
2.0
2.0

1
2
3
4
5
6

G
kg/m2s
1.24
1.48
1.90
1.22
1.45
1.71

5.2.4 Data Presentation
The results of the test runs were recorded as a percentage of the initial mass that
was used in the test. For the presentation of the data it is assumed that the initial mass of
material is 100 kg. The mass of each size range is shown in both the dense bin and the
product bin; the filter is shown not to collect significant amounts of material.
5.2.5 Results
During these tests, the mass closure was deemed important. For each test, the
mass collected at each of three exits was weighed and recorded. Two of the exits, the
dense particle bin and the product bin, handled essentially all of exiting material. Figure
5.2.5a shows the percentage of original mass collected in the dense particle bin as a

function of the solids mass flux. The results show that as the superficial velocity is
increased the amount of mass collected in the dense particle bin decreased. Figure
5.2.5b shows the amount of original mass collected in the product bin as a function of the

solids mass flux. The results show that as the superficial velocity is increased, the
amount of original mass collected in the product bin increases.
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Figure 5.2.5a: Percent of Original Mass Collected in Dense Bin as a Function of Mass Flux
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Figure 5.2.5b: Percent of Original Mass Collected in Product Bin as a Function of Mass Flux
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The third exit of the system is through a filtration chamber. This system would
collect particles entrained in the gas exit from the cyclones. The particles are collected in
a Eureka #52320B vacuum cleaner bag with a new bag being used for each test run.
After the test run, the particles were recovered and weighed on a scale capable of
detecting a decigram. For these test runs, no significant amount of dust was collected,
which Table 5.2.5a shows.
Table 5.2.5a: Amount of Material Collected in Filter Bag for Separation by Size Tests
Amount
Test
in Filter
g
1
3.15
2
6.29
3
1.27
4
0.59
5
0.32
6
0.02

Even though there was greater than 100% mass collection for two of the tests
there was not greater than 100% of the material collected for all six test runs. Therefore,
some of the material would accumulate in the riser system only to be discharged in a later
test.

Samples are taken from dense and product bins and sieved to determine the

composition of each bin. When the percentages of each size range and bin are summed
they result in the total percentage of mass collected. Figure 5.2.5c shows the mass
closure for the size ranges of sand used in a test run with a superficial velocity of 2.4 m/s
and a solids mass flux of 1.24 kg/m2s. This figure shows that as the particle diameter
increases the dense bin collects more of those particles, whereas the product bin collects
decreasing amounts of particles. Figure 5.2.5d shows the mass closure for a test run with
a superficial gas velocity of 2.0 m/s and a mass flux similar to the above test of 1.22
kg/m2s. This test follows the trend that as the dense bin collects more of the larger
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particles while the product bin collects more of the smaller particles. Figures 5.2.5c and
5.2.5d are for two test conditions, the results from all the tests may be viewed in
Appendix B. Mass closure was performed assuming 100 kilograms of material was used

for the test. The results for the mass closure for all tests are tabulated in Table 5.2.5b.
Test 1 Mass Closure
(4.3 m Riser Height; Bend Outlet; U0=2.4 m/s; G=1.24 kg/m 2s)

Percent Mass in Bin

50
Dense Bin

40

Product Bin

30
20
10
0
-106

106-212

212-355

355-500

500

Particle Diameter, dp (μm)
Figure 5.2.5c: Mass Closure of Size Ranges for a Superficial Velocity of 2.4 m/s

Test 4 Mass Closure
Percent Mass in Bin

(4.3 m Riser Height; Bend Outlet; U0=2.0 m/s; G=1.22 kg/m 2s)

50
Dense Bin

40

Product Bin

30
20
10
0
-106

106-212

212-355

355-500

500

Particle Diameter, dp (μm)
Figure 5.2.5d: Mass Closure of Size Ranges for a Superficial Velocity of 2.0 m/s
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Table 5.2.5b: Mass Closure Assuming 100 kg of Initial Material for Separation Based on Size
Difference
Initial
Product
Dense
Mixture
Bin
Bin
Filter
Total
kg
100
55.63
43.75
0.033
Test 1
Mass
U0=2.4 m/s; G=1.24
kg
1.08
0.03
0.44
kg/m2s
+35
kg
35.81
4.07
25.83
35x45
kg
30.07
7.83
9.95
45x70
kg
32.53
42.38
7.29
70x140
kg
0.48
1.31
0.24
-140

Test 2
U0=2.4 m/s; G=1.48
kg/m2s

Test 3
U0=2.4 m/s; G=1.90
kg/m2s

Initial
Mixture

Product
Bin

Dense
Bin

Filter
0.059

Total
Mass

kg

100

68.13

30.63

+35
35x45
45x70
70x140
-140

kg
kg
kg
kg
kg

1.08
35.81
30.07
32.53
0.48

0.12
8.36
12.59
45.76
1.29

0.45
18.55
6.90
4.57
0.15

Initial
Mixture

Product
Bin

Dense
Bin

Filter
0.012

Total
Mass

kg

100

69.38

36.88

+35
35x45
45x70
70x140
-140

kg
kg
kg
kg
kg

1.08
35.81
30.07
32.53
0.48

0.23
16.19
18.04
34.17
0.75

0.76
24.17
7.67
4.19
0.09
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Test 4
U0=2.0 m/s; G=1.22
kg/m2s

Test 5
U0=2.0 m/s; G=1.45
kg/m2s

Test 6
U0=2.0 m/s; G=1.71
kg/m2s

Initial
Mixture

Product
Bin

Dense
Bin

Filter
0.006

Total
Mass

kg

100

40.94

58.75

+35
35x45
45x70
70x140
-140

kg
kg
kg
kg
kg

1.08
35.81
30.07
32.53
0.48

0.02
2.51
14.10
23.72
0.59

0.99
34.55
17.27
5.79
0.15

Initial
Mixture

Product
Bin

Dense
Bin

Filter
0.003

Total
Mass

kg

100

36.88

64.06

+35
35x45
45x70
70x140
-140

kg
kg
kg
kg
kg

1.08
35.81
30.07
32.53
0.48

0.01
1.94
17.77
16.75
0.40

1.12
38.08
20.21
4.57
0.09

Initial
Mixture

Product
Bin

Dense
Bin

Filter
0.0002

Total
Mass

kg

100

40.00

59.06

+35
35x45
45x70
70x140
-140

kg
kg
kg
kg
kg

1.08
35.81
30.07
32.53
0.48

0.03
2.16
11.42
25.93
0.47

0.85
35.07
16.66
6.41
0.08

The composition of each stream was measured for each test. Figure 5.2.5e shows
the results of these measurements for Test 1, the results for the remainder of the tests may
be viewed in Appendix B. These results were based upon the mass in each stream, not
the total mass collected. The figure shows that the size range of 70x140 mesh, 106 to
212 microns, is 17% of the dense bin but 78.5% of the product bin. This shows that
separation by size difference has been achieved.
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Test 1 Stream Composition
(4.3 m Riser Height; Bend Outlet; U0=2.4 m/s; G=1.24 kg/m 2s)

Percent Less Than

100
80
60
40

Initial Mixture
Dense Bin

20

Product Bin

0
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

Particle Diameter, dp (μm)
Figure 5.2.5e: Size Composition of each Stream based on Mass of each Stream

The dense bin was designed to collect the large particles. Figure 5.2.5f shows the
material composition of what was collected in the dense bin based on the original mass.
The figure shows that as the particle diameters increase they collect in greater amounts in
the dense bin.
Test 1 Dense Bin Closure
(4.3 m Riser Height; Bend Outlet; U0=2.4 m/s; G=1.24 kg/m 2s)

Percent Less Than

100
Initial Mixture

80
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60

Initial - Dense

40
20
0
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

Particle Diameter, dp (μm)
Figure 5.2.5f: Mass Closure based on Initial Mass for Separation by Size

The cyclone efficiency was calculated for each test run using the equation listed
in Section 4.1.4.3. There are two cyclones in series in the test apparatus; however, they
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are treated as one cyclone for calculating efficiency. Figure 5.2.5g shows the cyclone
efficiency as a function of the solids mass flux. The cyclone efficiency was slightly
greater than 100% for two of the test runs, which were the tests where more than 100% of
the initial material was collected. These tests at the higher velocity would pick up dust
lying in the cavities in the system and carry it to the product bin and filter. The data
showing greater than 100% are within experimental scatter of data.

Cyclone Efficiency, η cyclone

Cyclone Efficiency
120
100
80
60
U0 = 2.4 m/s

40

U0 = 2.0 m/s

20
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2

Solids Mass Flux, G (kg/m s)

Figure 5.2.5g: Cyclone Efficiency as a Function of Solids Mass Flux for Separation by Size

5.2.6 Conclusions
The system has been used to determine if separation by size difference is
pheasible. Using sand as the test material, the system showed potential for separation
based on size difference. The dense bin collected more large particles while the product
bin collected more of the small particles. These tests were performed with one pass
through the separation system. One pass through the system was sufficient at removing
large particles from the system; however, the middle size range (45x70 mesh) was still
left in the product bin. Recycling the product bin through the system with a different
superficial velocity should be investigated to remove the middle size range and leave
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only the small particles in the product bin. Multiple passes may allow the separation
system to be much more efficient at separating the particles. Also, the effect of the initial
size range should be investigated. Several tests should be done in which there are a
majority of small particles, and then a majority of large particles.
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5.3 Separation by Density Difference

5.3.1 Introduction
The Circulating Fluidized Bed riser system in the NRCCE Highbay has been
tested to separate particles based only upon their size difference. The next project was to
investigate the separation of particles based only upon density difference. This was
accomplished by using particles of a similar size distribution, but of materials of different
densities.
5.3.2 Selection of Test Conditions and Preparation
Through previous work it has been determined that one pass through the system
would be sufficient for separating the heavy particles from the light particles (Regester,
2004). The filter needed only to clean air before ejection to the atmosphere, so the water
filter was suitable.

Table 5.3.2a shows the experimental setup.

Table 5.3.2a: Experimental Setup for Separation by Density Difference Tests
Experimental Setup
4.3 m
Riser Height
Bend
Outlet Geometry
Collection Gap
Width
3.2 mm
1
Number of Passes
Original
Injector/Ejector
Water
Filter
Filtration

The materials chosen were sand and steel shot. The steel shot is three times as
dense as the sand particles. This causes a significant difference in the terminal velocities
of the particles, which can be seen in Table 5.3.2b.
The size distribution decided upon is 35x60 American Standard Mesh. The mesh
sizes correspond to 250-500 microns. Both materials were sieved and stored separately
to be mixed in designated proportions for the tests.
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Figure 5.3.2a shows the size

distribution of the sand and steel shot; which is 80% of the material is 355-500 microns
while the remaining 20% is 250-355 microns in diameter. The initial heavy particle mass
fraction, ωh,0, is 0.20.

Cumulative Mass Percent

Size Distributions of Sand and Steel Shot
100
80
60
40
20
0
30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

Mesh Size

Figure 5.3.2a: Size Distribution of Sand and Steel Shot for Separation by Density

The sand may be used for approximately five test runs. After five runs some of
the sand would be broken into a size range too small for use in these test runs. The steel
shot; however, was reused for all test runs.
The flow velocities were determined using the same method presented in the
Section 3.2.3. Table 5.3.2b shows the calculated terminal velocities for the materials

used in these tests.
Table 5.3.2b: Terminal Velocities of Particles in Separation by Density
Particle
Terminal
Diameter
Velocity
Ret
m/s
μm
250
3.67
63.00
Steel Shot
500
8.10
278.22
250
1.67
28.74
Sand
500
3.69
126.91
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Figure 5.3.2b shows the terminal velocities of the particles used along with the

test superficial velocities. This figure shows that the heavy particle collection efficiency
should be relatively high for the superficial velocity of 3.5 m/s and should decrease with
an increase in velocity. All three of the superficial velocities implemented in the test runs
are greater than the terminal velocities of the sand particles; therefore, the recovered
heavy particle mass fractions should all be relatively high. It should be mentioned that
these calculated terminal velocities are for a single sphere, when the particles cluster
together they will behave differently.
Particle Terminal Velocities and Gas Velocities
Implemented

Velocity (m/s)

10
8
Sand

6

Steel Shot

4

U0 = 3.5 m/s

2

U0 = 4.3 m/s
U0 = 4.8 m/s

0
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

Particle Diameter, dp (μm)
Figure 5.3.2b: Terminal Velocities and Gas Velocities for Separation by Density

5.3.3 Test Matrix for Separation by Density Difference
The initial heavy particle mass fraction, the superficial gas velocity, and the solids
mass flux are tabulated in the test matrix, which can be seen in Table 5.3.3a. The initial
heavy particle mass fraction, ωh,0, and the superficial velocity, U0, are used in performing
the test runs; however, the solids mass flux is difficult to hold constant during a test run.
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The values listed in the test matrix are the values recorded from the data acquisition
system.
Table 5.3.3a: Test Matrix for Separation by Density
Sand and Steel
U0
Test Number
G
ωh,0
%
m/s
kg/m2s
1
0.2
3.5
1.20
2
0.2
3.5
1.92
3
0.2
3.5
2.17
4
0.2
3.5
2.55
5
0.2
4.3
1.20
6
0.2
4.3
1.95
7
0.2
4.3
2.06
8
0.2
4.3
2.18
9
0.2
4.8
1.32
10
0.2
4.8
1.49
11
0.2
4.8
1.90
12
0.2
4.8
2.29

5.3.4 Data Presentation
The material in the dense particle bin is weighed, and then the materials are
separated using a magnet. The amount of each material is then weighed and recorded to
determine the heavy particle mass fraction and collection efficiency, which are defined
below.

ηh =

Mass of heavy particles in dense bin
Initial mass of heavy particles

ω h,r =

(31)

Mass of heavy particles in dense bin
Total mass in dense bin
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(32)

These calculated values are presented as a function of the solids mass flux, G, in
the system and the superficial velocity, U0.
5.3.5 Results
The CFB system was tested for its viability as a density based separation system.
The separation criteria determined were the heavy particle collection efficiency and the
recovered heavy particle mass fraction.

These values were calculated for three

superficial velocities with four mass fluxes for each superficial velocity in the system.
Figure 5.3.5a shows the heavy particle collection efficiencies for the test runs.
Heavy Particle Collection Efficiency vs. Mass Flux
Heavy Particle Collection
Efficiency, η h

(4.3 m Riser Height; Bend Outlet; ωh,0 = 0.20)
100
80
60
40

U0 = 3.5 m/s

20

U0 = 4.3 m/s
U0 = 4.8 m/s

0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

Mass Flux, G (kg/m 2s)

Figure 5.3.5a: Heavy Particle Collection Efficiency for Separation by Density

Figure 5.3.5a shows that the heavy particle collection is relatively high for most

of the test conditions with the highest average heavy particle collection efficiency being
96.6% for a superficial gas velocity of 3.5 m/s. This velocity is below the terminal
velocity of the steel shot; which should result in the collection of 100% of the steel. The
superficial velocity of 4.8 m/s should entrain all of the sand and the steel shot 320
microns and smaller. The test with the superficial velocity of 4.8 m/s and a solids mass
flux of 2.29 kg/m2s led to some results that did not fit on a smooth curve, so the test was
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run again, at the same conditions. The results of this test fit on a smooth curve with the
previous points, which led to the conclusion that the one test was a fluke in its results.
The average heavy particle collection efficiency decreases with an increase in
superficial gas velocity, which is shown in Figure 5.3.5b. The next superficial velocity,
4.3 m/s is greater than the terminal velocity for all of the sand and should entrain all steel
shot with a diameter smaller than 290 microns.

Heavy Particle Collection
Efficiency, η h

Effect of Superficial Gas Velocity on Average
Heavy Particle Collection Efficiency
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U0 = 4.3 m/s
U0 = 4.8 m/s

Increasing Superficial Velocity, U0

Figure 5.3.5b: Effect of Superficial Velocity on Heavy Particle Collection Efficiency

The heavy particle mass fraction has also been determined for the tests. Figure
5.3.5c shows the recovered heavy particle mass fraction as a function of the mass flux.

The figure shows that this quantity increases with superficial gas velocity, but decreases
with increase in the mass flux.
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Recovered Heavy Particle Mass Fraction vs. Mass
Flux
(4.3 m Riser Height; Bend Outlet; ωh,0 = 0.20)
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Figure 5.3.5c: Recovered Heavy Particle Mass Fraction for Separation by Density

The highest average recovered heavy particle mass fraction is 86.35% which is
for a superficial gas velocity of 4.8 m/s. Figure 5.3.5d shows the effect of the superficial
gas velocity on the average recovered heavy particle mass fraction.
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Figure 5.3.5d: Effect of Superficial Velocity on Average Recovered Heavy Particle Mass Fraction
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The cyclone efficiency was determined for each test according to the formula in
Section 4.1.4.3. These efficiencies, which were relatively high, can be seen in Figure
5.3.5e.

Cyclone Efficiency, η cyclone

Effect of Superficial Velocity on Cyclone
Efficiency
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Figure 5.3.5e: Average Cyclone Efficiency for Each Gas Velocity for Separation by Density

As can be seen from the figure, the cyclones were calculated to have an efficiency
of over 100% for several of the test runs. This may be due to dust from previous tests
being lodged in the system and then being knocked loose and entrained in the flow.
5.3.6 Conclusions
The circulating fluidized bed riser system was proven as a viable separation
apparatus based only upon density.

The system was most effective at the highest

superficial velocity used for the test runs. The highest superficial velocity yielded the
highest average values of recovered heavy particle mass fractions, at a value of 86.3%;
however, it also yielded the lowest average heavy particle collection efficiencies, at a
value of 65.8%. The lowest superficial velocity tested, 3.5 m/s, yielded high values of
heavy particle collection efficiency, averaging 96.6% for four test runs. The system is
capable of efficiently separating particles based solely on the density difference between
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them. Appendix C shows pictures of the initial sand and steel shot mixture along with a
picture of the contents of the Product Bin. There are also some pictures taken under a
microscope that show the effectiveness of the separation procedure.
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5.4 Separation of Mineral Material from Coal

5.4.1 Introduction
The third phase of this project was to investigate if the circulating fluidized bed
riser separation system was capable of separating sulfur form coal. This phase was
different in that there are no distinct density differences in the particles. The density of
the coal varies continuously depending on the composition of the coal particles. Pyrite
has a density significantly greater than clean coal whereas slate and clay have densities
just greater than clean coal. Consequently, the density of a coal particle will depend on
how much pyrite and clay/slate are contained in the particle.
5.4.2 Selection of Test Conditions and Preparation
Table 5.4.2a shows the experimental arrangement used in these tests.

The

difference in the experimental setup was the use of the secondary ejector, which was
described Section 4.2.2.
Table 5.4.2a: Experimental Setup for Separation of Mineral Matter from Coal Tests
Experimental Setup
4.3 m
Riser Height
Bend
Outlet Geometry
Collection Gap
Width
3.2 mm
1 and 3
Number of Passes
Secondary
Injector/Ejector
Vacuum
cleaner bag
Filtration
Removal of
horizontal pipe
Modifications

The material chosen for these tests is waste coal from a Consol coal preparation
plant. The coal was sieved and only coal with a diameter greater than two-hundred
microns will be used in the riser system. The smaller coal particles were to undergo
separation in a smaller diameter riser system. The size range used in these tests is 35x70
American Standard mesh, which results in particles of diameters 212 to 500 microns.
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Large fractions of pyrite has been found to be liberated from coal when the coal is ground
to below 220 mesh (Stiller); however, the separation system is not designed to handle
coal particles of that size.
The flow velocities were determined using the method presented in Section 3.2.3.
Table 5.4.2b shows the results of these calculations. In the previous tests, there were two

distinct particles that were separated; however, in these tests the pyrite is embedded in the
coal particles. This means that the particles contain pyrites in varying amounts, which
may lead to difficulty in the separation process.
Table 5.4.2b: Terminal Velocities of Pyrite and Coal Particles
Particle
Terminal
Diameter
Velocity
m/s
μm
212
2.22
Pyrite
500
5.91
212
0.87
Coal
500
2.31

The following figure, Figure 5.4.2a, shows the terminal velocities of the size
range of coal and pyrite along with the superficial gas velocities used in the test runs.
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Figure 5.4.2a: Terminal Velocities and Superficial Velocities used for Separating Pyrite from Coal
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5.4.3 Test Matrix for Separation of Mineral Material from Coal
The superficial velocity and the solids mass flux selected for the test matrix are
shown in Table 5.4.3a. Since density varies continuously throughout the coal particles
there is not a known initial heavy particle mass fraction.
Table 5.4.3a: Test Matrix for Separating Pyrite from Coal with a Single Pass
G
U0
Test Number
m/s
kg/m2s
1
2.4
1.37
2
2.4
1.57
3
2.4
2.03
4
2.0
1.18
5
2.0
1.80
6
2.0
2.00

The coal was also subjected to a test in which the product bin was recycled
through the separation system two times.
5.4.4 Data Presentation
The results of these tests are obtained differently than from the previous tests.
The coal will be subjected to elemental analysis before the separation process occurs.
The material from the three exits underwent elemental analysis to determine the percent
of sulfur and ash in the coal after being subjected to the separation process. The material
is presented in Table 5.4.5a assuming the initial mass is 100 kilograms of material.
5.4.5 Results
Table 5.4.5a shows the results of the single pass separation tests. The figure

shows that the mass closure is poor for some test runs, and that recovery of the material is
not consistent with the amount of material that entered the system.
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Table 5.4.5a: Results for Separating Mineral Material from Coal with one Pass
Initial
Product
Dense
Mixture
Bin
Bin
Total
kg
100
98.670
4.670
Test 1
Mass
Sulfur
U0=2.4 m/s; G=1.37
kg
2.089
2.073
0.190
Mass
kg/m2s
Ash
kg
6.950
6.877
0.389
Mass
Initial
Product
Dense
Mixture
Bin
Bin
Total
Mass
kg
100
70
16
Test 2
Sulfur
U0=2.4 m/s; G=1.57
kg
1.894
1.329
0.253
Mass
kg/m2s
Ash
kg
7.060
3.829
0.949
Mass
Initial
Product
Dense
Mixture
Bin
Bin
Total
kg
100
80
19
Test 3
Mass
Sulfur
U0=2.4 m/s; G=2.03
kg
1.925
1.882
0.265
Mass
kg/m2s
Ash
Mass
kg
7.190
5.112
1.465
Initial
Product
Dense
Mixture
Bin
Bin
Total
Mass
kg
100
76
18.5
Test 4
Sulfur
U0=2.0 m/s; G=1.18
kg
1.890
1.709
0.307
Mass
kg/m2s
Ash
kg
6.780
4.788
1.080
Mass
Initial
Product
Dense
Mixture
Bin
Bin
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Filter
0.150
0.002
0.066
Filter
0.080

Filter
0.035

Filter
0.392

Filter

Test 5
U0=2.0 m/s; G=1.80
kg/m2s

Test 6
U0=2.0 m/s; G=2.00
kg/m2s

Total
Mass
Sulfur
Mass
Ash
Mass
Total
Mass
Sulfur
Mass
Ash
Mass

kg

100

76

15.5

0.063

kg

2.169

1.651

0.271

kg

7.550
Initial
Mixture

6.232
Product
Bin

1.110
Dense
Bin

Filter

kg

100

80

23

0.486

kg

2.17

1.597

0.372

kg

8.21

6.608

1.419

The mass closure for several of these tests was not satisfactory. This led to some
long sections of horizontal PVC pipe to be removed from the system. It is believed that
these sections of pipe would collect large amounts of material which would be released in
a later test run. It was also noticed that the majority of the sulfur and ash would be
collected in the product, while the dense bin would contain a small amount of coal,
sulfur, and ash. These observations led to the decision to re-run Test 2, to investigate the
mass closure with the removal of the horizontal sections of pipe. The product bin would
be recycled through the separation system, and then the material from that product bin
would be recycled for one more pass through the system. Samples of the material from
the dense and product bin would be taken from each of the three passes to undergo
chemical analysis. Table 5.4.5b shows the schematic of this process and the results of
the tests.
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Table 5.4.5b: Results for Multiple Pass Separation of Mineral Matter from Coal
Initial
Product
Cumulative
Mixture
Bin
Filter
Dense Bin
1st
Total
kg
100
7
92.667
0.85
Pass
Mass
Sulfur
kg
2.252
0.141
2.435
0.013
Mass
kg
7.245
0.559
7.830
0.225
Ash Mass
Initial
Product
Mixture
Dense Bin
Bin
Filter
2nd
Total
kg
92.667
16.547
76.259
Pass
Mass
Sulfur
Mass
kg
2.435
0.448
2.296
kg
7.830
1.290
5.437
Ash Mass
Initial
Product
Mixture
Dense Bin
Bin
Filter
3rd
Total
Pass
Mass
kg
76.259
8.491
97.170
Sulfur
kg
2.296
0.242
2.922
Mass
kg
5.437
0.680
7.249
Ash Mass
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The removal of horizontal sections resulted in better mass closure for the test
runs, as discussed in Section 4.2.3. Table 5.4.5b shows that the multiple passes through
the system did not produce clean coal. The product coal contains sulfur and ash in the
approximately the same percentages as the initial coal. The material from Test 3 was
subjected to a sink/float test procedure to determine the specific gravity of the material.
The material used was samples from the initial mixture, the dense bin, and the product
bin. This material was placed in solutions of specific gravities of 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.6 and
1.8. The mass of the material that would sink and float in each solution was recorded.
Table 5.4.5c shows the results of the sink/float method. Figure 5.4.5a shows that the

specific gravity of 50% of the material was reduced in both the dense bin and the product
bin.
Table 5.4.5c: Results of Sink/Float Method for Single Pass Test 3

Percent Mass

S.G. < 1.2
S.G. < 1.3
S.G. < 1.4
S.G. < 1.6
S.G. < 1.8

Initial
Mixture
0.3%
61.6%
86.8%
93.1%
94.9%

Product
Bin
0.1%
69.6%
85.1%
90.7%
93.6%
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Dense
Bin
0.4%
82.4%
89.9%
94.9%
95.5%

Percent Mass Fraction in Each Specific Gravity
Percent Mass Fraction

100.0%
80.0%
60.0%
40.0%

Initial Mixture
Product Bin

20.0%

Dense Bin

0.0%
1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

Specific Gravity
Figure 5.4.5a: Results of Sink/Float Method for Coal Separation with one Pass

Table 5.4.5c shows that the approximately 90% of the material in the dense bin

had a specific gravity of less than 1.4.; however, only 85% of the material in the product
bin had this specific gravity. This shows that more of the dense material was transported
to the product bin. The chemical analysis from this test shows that the majority of the
sulfur, over 90%, was contained in the product bin.
5.4.6 Conclusions for the Separation of Mineral Matter from Clean Coal
In general, there does not appear to be a significant separation of sulfur and ash
from coal at the test conditions selected. The data presentation shows that the recovery of
the ash and sulfur are not consistent with the amounts that entered the system. This could
be due to the chemical analysis of the material. Several small samples, of the order of a
milligram, were analyzed and averaged from each bin, which may not be representative
of the total mass in the bin. The data for the percent sulfur in the coal was scattered,
which led to problems determining the mass of sulfur in the coal. The reduction of the
specific gravity would lead to the conclusion that the ash and pyrite would also be
reduced from the material; however, the chemical analysis does not support this
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conclusion. The chemical analysis shows that there was sulfur in greater concentrations
in the product bin; however, the sink/float tests show the specific gravity was reduced for
this bin. The pyrite and ash may exist in the coal in particles that are small enough not to
change the specific gravity of the coal appreciably.

This may be resolved by

investigating the nature of these materials within the coal. By knowing the size ranges of
these materials they may be separated using different test conditions. Appendix D shows
images from a scanning electron microscope of the initial coal mixture, dense bin
material, product bin material, and the material from the filter chamber along with the
elemental composition of each bin.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Recommendations
6.1 Conclusions

The circulating fluidized bed riser system in the High Bay of the NRCCE on the
campus of West Virginia University has been proven to be a valid separation apparatus
based on density differences in the particles. Through previous work the configuration of
the riser system which yields good separation characteristics had been developed. This
investigation tested the systems ability to separate particles based on solely on size, and
then solely on density. Finally, the system was used in an attempt to separate pyrite from
coal.
The system showed the ability to separate particles based on size difference. This
was done by using particles of the same density. There were two superficial velocities
tested, with three mass fluxes per velocity. The two velocities were 2.4 m/s and 2.0 m/s.
The higher velocity resulted in almost all of the large particles being collected in the
dense bin, while the lower velocity resulted in most of the smaller particles being
collected in the product bin. Both velocities tested resulted in the majority of the dense
bin being large particles and the majority of the product bin being small particles. The
filter collected insignificant amounts of material.
Next, the system was used to separate particles of different densities but of similar
sizes. This was done by sieving the materials to a similar size range. The system proved
to be a viable separation system based on density, with only one pass through the system.
The heavy particles were recovered with high levels of efficiency, 96.6% for a superficial
velocity of 3.5 m/s. The average heavy particle mass fraction was 86% for a superficial
velocity of 4.8 m/s.

The middle velocity tested, 4.3 m/s, yielded good separation
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efficiencies. An average of 89% of the steel was collected in the dense bin, with an
average recovered heavy particle mass fraction of 81%.
Finally, the system was used to separate mineral material from coal. The mineral
material was found in the coal by the means of chemical analysis. This analysis was
done on small samples of the coal from the initial mixture and from the three exits of the
system. The results showed that the dense bin contained small amounts of relatively
clean coal, whereas the product bin contained large amounts of coal with high amounts of
sulfur, as compared to the dense bin. These results from the chemical analysis for each
sample were scattered, which led to problems determining the mass of sulfur in the coal.
The standard deviation of the percent sulfur is known for the data; however, the results do
not show separation of pyrite from clean coal. The system was then used to recycle the
material in the product bin in an attempt to collect more of the clean coal in the dense bin.
The results were not as anticipated. The dense bin essentially collected one-third of the
original mass with one-third of the original ash and one-third of the original sulfur. The
material from the tests was also subjected to a sink/float method to determine the specific
gravity of the material. The specific gravity was reduced for both the dense bin and the
product bin, which led to the conclusion that pyrite particles exists in the coal in sizes so
small, below 220 mesh, that do not appreciably change the specific gravity of the coal,
which makes separation difficult.
The removal of lengths of horizontal PVC pipe resulted in better mass closure for
the separation tests. The percent of original mass collected for each test now fluctuates
between 98 and 100 percent, as compared to before the removal of the pipes where the
mass collected fluctuated between 86 and 106 percent.
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The circulating fluidized bed riser system needs to be investigated further to
determine if it is a viable dry separation system for mineral material from coal and for
separation by size difference.
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6.2 Recommendations

The circulating fluidized bed riser system has been used for three separation
projects. These tests were completed with varying levels of success. There are several
areas in which improvements can be made.
For future tests a reliable source of compressed air is needed. The flow rates
through the system need to be constant; therefore, a compressor capable of moving large
volumes of air at a constant pressure is needed.
The screens used for sifting the sand for the bimodal size distribution tests need to
be replaced with new screens. The screens used had tears in the mesh and would not seal
well. This caused particles to pass through the screens that should not be able to pass
through which resulted in having difficulty in knowing the initial size distribution of the
particles.
The flanges that are attached to the dense particle bin and riser assembly need to
be revamped. The flanges are currently attached to the acrylic hollow rod by means of
screws intended to fasten wood. These screws, which have thick threads, create stress
concentrators which allow the flanges to be easily broken. The screws also create large
amounts of force holding the flange to the riser, which is not needed. The flanges should
be attached to the acrylic hollow rod using shear pins and acrylic cement with some
silicone for sealant.
The pressure taps along the riser are currently filtered using small amounts of
steel wool. The steel wool becomes clogged with the small sand and coal particles. A
way of keeping these taps from becoming clogged should be devised.
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The system proved to be a viable separation system based on density differences
in the particles. However, the system had better separation characteristics for low mass
flow rates. The system should be scaled to a larger size to handle mass flow rates that are
practical to industry. However, scaling of the system is difficult. Scaling laws are
needed. The velocity gradient must be maintained while the superficial velocity in the
system must remain near the terminal velocity of the particles being separated.
Samples of the coal for the separation tests undergo chemical analysis. These
samples are so small, on the order of a milligram, that they may not accurately represent
the coal. If the sample being analyzed comes from section of relatively high pyrite the
results will show that the coal contain high pyrite. However, the coal itself may have
relatively low sulfur content. This chemical analysis is not definitive, it is merely a
guideline to show if separation was achieved. A test method that that would more
accurately determine the sulfur and ash in the coal should be developed.
The pyrite in coal is found to exist in coal at sizes below 220 mesh. The coal was
not ground to a size range this small. The coal should be ground to this size, and then run
through the separation system.
The mass flow rate is currently controlled by pressurizing the feed hopper. With
increasing back pressures in the system higher pressures in the hopper are needed. The
mass flow rate is difficult to hold at a steady state. Particle may clog the system which
results in higher pressure in the hopper. This higher pressure will result in a large slug of
mass being ejected from the hopper. Then the pressure will fall and the cycle may repeat.
A new feed system, one which could be held constant, should be used in future tests. A
mechanical feed system, such as a screw type system should be investigated.
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The space in which material may accumulate should be minimized. This may be
done by removing, or reducing, any horizontal sections of tubing and pipe, such as the
pneumatic transport pipe which runs from the feed hopper to the distributor plate. This
section should be reduced in length which should lead to improved mass closure for each
test run.
For this investigation, the amount of test material was relatively small, usually
ranging from 4.535 to 9.07 kilograms. The test material was small due to the small
volume of the dense bin. If the dense bin is increased in size then more material could be
used for the tests and longer test runs could be established.
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Appendix A: Matlab Program for Determining Flow Velocity
%Robert Almond
%Particle Trajectory(steel)
%6-1-05
D=250e-6; %m, diameter of sphere
rho_p=2600; %kg/m^3, density of particle (steel)
m=(1/6)*pi*D^3*rho_p; %kg, mass of sphere (steel)
rho_c=1.23; %kg/m^3, air density, assumed sea level
mu=1.79e-5; %N-s/m^2, air dynamic viscosity at sea level
nu=1.46e-5; %m^2/s, kinematic viscosity of air at sea level
u=23.2; %m/s, max gas velocity in tee, from Jeremy
u0=3.7256; %m/s, gas velocity in riser
g=9.81; %m/s^2, acceleration of gravity
z=.1524; %m, height in riser at tee (6 inches)
Af=(pi*D^2)/4; %m^2, frontal area of sphere
tau_v=(rho_p*(D^2))/(18*mu); %time constant
%Solve for injection velocity
A=(18*(mu^0.6)*Af*(rho_c^0.4))/(D^0.6); %constant
V0=((((A/m)*(u^1.4))-g)*z)^0.5; %m/s, velocity at tee
%Solve for time to max height, and max height
%t_max is time to max height
%Z_max is max height of particle
t_max=-tau_v*log(-(u0-g*tau_v)/(V0-(u0-g*tau_v)));
Z_max=((u0-g*tau_v)*t_max)-((tau_v*(V0-(u0-g*tau_v)))*exp(t_max/tau_v))+z+(tau_v*(V0-(u0-g*tau_v)));
%Determine Terminal Velocity From Fan and Zhu
V_term=((0.072)*(((D^1.6)*(rho_p-rho_c)*g)/((rho_c^.4)*(mu^.6))))^(1/1.4);
%Particle Reynolds Number based on V terminal
Re_p=(rho_c*V_term*D)/mu;
V_t=Re_p*nu/D;
%Friction Factor
f=1+(Re_p^(2/3)/6); %Crowe Sommerfield Tsuji page71, for Re<1000
%Particle trajectory
i = 1;
j = 0;
counter = 0;
while (counter == 0)
V(i)=(u0-g*tau_v)+((V0-(u0-g*tau_v))*exp(-j/tau_v)); %m/s, trajectory
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Vr(i)=u0-V(i);
Z(i)=(u0-g*tau_v)*j - (tau_v)*(V0-(u0-g*tau_v))*exp(-j/tau_v) + z + (tau_v)*(V0(u0-g*tau_v));
if(Z(i) < .1524)
counter = 1;
end
i = i + 1;
j = j + 0.01;
end
%Plot
t = [0:0.01:(i-2)*0.01];
plot(t,Vr, 'r')
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Relative Velocity (m/s)')
figure;
plot(t, V, 'b')
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Particle Velocity (m/s)')
figure;
plot(t,Z, 'g')
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Distance Traveled (m)')
%Print Final Values
fprintf('Particle Diameter (m): %f',D)
fprintf('\n Particle Density (kg/m^3): %f',rho_p)
fprintf('\n Time of Flight (s): %f',t(i-2))
fprintf('\n Max Height (m): %f',Z_max)
fprintf('\n Terminal Velocity Fan Zhu (m/s): %f',V_term)
fprintf('\n Terminal Velocity Reynolds (m/s): %f',V_t)
fprintf('\n Max Velocity Reached (m/s): %f',V(i-2))
fprintf('\n Particle Reynolds Number: %f',Re_p)
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Appendix B: Additional Figures for Separation by Size Difference
Test 1 Mass Closure
(4.3 m Riser Height; Bend Outlet; U0=2.4 m/s; G=1.24 kg/m 2s)
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Figure B.1: Mass Closure of Size Ranges for Test 1

Test 2 Mass Closure
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Figure B.2: Mass Closure of Size Ranges for Test 2
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Test 3 Mass Closure
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Figure B.3: Mass Closure of Size Ranges for Test 3

Test 4 Mass Closure
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Figure B.4: Mass Closure of Size Ranges for Test 4
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Test 5 Mass Closure
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Figure B.5: Mass Closure of Size Ranges for Test 5

Test 6 Mass Closure
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Figure B.6: Mass Closure of Size Ranges for Test 6
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Test 1 Stream Composition
(4.3 m Riser Height; Bend Outlet; U0=2.4 m/s; G=1.24 kg/m 2s)
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Figure B.7: Size Composition of each Stream based on Mass of each Stream for Test 1
Dense Bin collected 43.75% of mass, Product Bin collected 55.63%

Test 2 Stream Composition
(4.3 m Riser Height; Bend Outlet; U0=2.4 m/s; G=1.48 kg/m 2s)
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Figure B.8: Size Composition of each Stream based on Mass of each Stream for Test 2
Dense Bin collected 30.63% of mass, Product Bin collected 68.13%
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Test 3 Stream Composition
(4.3 m Riser Height; Bend Outlet; U0=2.4 m/s; G=1.90 kg/m 2s)
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Figure B.9: Size Composition of each Stream based on Mass of each Stream for Test 3
Dense Bin collected 36.88% of mass, Product Bin collected 69.38%

Test 4 Stream Composition
(4.3 m Riser Height; Bend Outlet; U0=2.0 m/s; G=1.22 kg/m 2s)
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Figure B.10: Size Composition of each Stream based on Mass of each Stream for Test 4
Dense Bin collected 58.75% of mass, Product Bin collected 40.94%
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Test 5 Stream Composition
(4.3 m Riser Height; Bend Outlet; U0=2.0 m/s; G=1.45 kg/m 2s)
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Figure B.11: Size Composition of each Stream based on Mass of each Stream for Test 5
Dense Bin collected 64.06% of mass, Product Bin collected 36.88%

Test 6 Stream Composition
(4.3 m Riser Height; Bend Outlet; U0=2.0 m/s; G=1.71 kg/m 2s)
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Figure B.12: Size Composition of each Stream based on Mass of each Stream for Test 6
Dense Bin collected 59.06% of mass, Product Bin collected 40%
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Test 1 Dense Bin Closure
(4.3 m Riser Height; Bend Outlet; U0=2.4 m/s; G=1.24 kg/m 2s)
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Figure B.13: Mass Closure based on Initial Mass for Separation by Size Test 1

Test 2 Dense Bin Closure
(4.3 m Riser Height; Bend Outlet; U0=2.4 m/s; G=1.48 kg/m 2s)
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Figure B.14: Mass Closure based on Initial Mass for Separation by Size Test 2
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Test 3 Dense Bin Closure
(4.3 m Riser Height; Bend Outlet; U0=2.4 m/s; G=1.90 kg/m 2s)
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Figure B.15: Mass Closure based on Initial Mass for Separation by Size Test 3

Test 4 Dense Bin Closure
(4.3 m Riser Height; Bend Outlet; U0=2.0 m/s; G=1.22 kg/m 2s)
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Figure B.16: Mass Closure based on Initial Mass for Separation by Size Test 4
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Test 5 Dense Bin Closure
(4.3 m Riser Height; Bend Outlet; U0=2.0 m/s; G=1.45 kg/m 2s)
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Figure B.17: Mass Closure based on Initial Mass for Separation by Size Test 5

Test 6 Dense Bin Closure
(4.3 m Riser Height; Bend Outlet; U0=2.0 m/s; G=1.71 kg/m 2s)
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Figure B.18: Mass Closure based on Initial Mass for Separation by Size Test 6
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Appendix C: Images of Separation by Density Difference

Figure C.1: Steel Shot and Sand Mixture before Separation

Figure C.2: Steel Shot and Sand from Product Bin
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Figure C.3: Steel Shot and Sand Mixture before Separation (under microscope)

Figure C.4: Clean Sand from Product Bin (under microscope)
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Appendix D: Images of Material from Coal Separation

Figure D.1: Scanning Electron Microscope Picture of Initial Coal Mixture

Figure D.2: Spectrum of Initial Coal Mixture
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Figure D.3: Scanning Electron Microscope Picture of Dense Bin Material from Coal Separation

Figure D.4: Spectrum of Dense Bin Material from Coal Separation
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Figure D.5: Scanning Electron Microscope Picture of Product Bin Material from Coal Separation

Figure D.6: Spectrum of Product Bin Material from Coal Separation
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Figure D.7: Scanning Electron Microscope Picture of Filter Material from Coal Separation

Figure D.8: Spectrum of Filter Material from Coal Separation
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